
   

Session: 2021-2022   

Date: 01.10.2021 to 8.10.21   

          22.10.21 to 31.10.21    

   

   

Subject     ENGLISH   

Class   II   

Chapter   
   

Literature – I am the Music Man    
Grammar – Tenses   
Activity - Listening & Speaking Skills    
   

Day   Explanation   

1   I am the Music Man   
   
MUSICAL QUIZ:   
   
• An AV-clip will be shown to the children where they will be asked to listen carefully 

to the music being played and then identify the instruments.   

• This will be followed by loud rhythmic recitation of the poem along with its 

explanation.   

  

2   I am the Music Man   
   

Students (one by one) will be asked to recite the poem loudly with some rhythm.   

3,4   I am the Music Man   
   
ORIGAMI:    
   

‘PIA…PIA…PIANO’    
   
Children will learn to prepare a PIANO and a STOOL with paper. They need to arrange 
coloured papers for the activity.  

   

5   Tenses    
   
Before introducing the topic, children will be asked simple questions using certain words 
such as now, yesterday, last week, tomorrow, next week etc.    

   
The responses of the children will be noted and the changes in the forms of the verb with 
the time of action will be highlighted to introduce the topic ‘Tenses’.    

      



  

 

6   CW:  
Notebook work:  
Frame sentences with the past form of the following verbs:  

1. go  
2. run  
3. write  
4. sit  
5. come 
Children will frame sentences on their own with the past forms of the given verbs 

i.e.   

1. went  
2. ran  

3. wrote  
4. sat  
5. came 
  
Yummilicious!  Activity to be done as HW   
  
 Answer Key for Grammar Magic book page – 69    
1. poured   
2. added   
3. mixed / churned  
4. poured   
5. grated   
6. decorated   
7. sipped / drank  
   
Present Tense             Past Tense   

 pour   poured     
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

add   added   

Mix / churn   mixed / churned  

grate   grated   

decorate   decorated   

sip / drink   
  

sipped / drank  



7   Tenses   
   
Concept of ‘Past Tense’ will be explained.   
   
CW:    
Page-65 (A)   
Answer Key   
1. was  
2. found, was, thought   
3. collected, dropped, came   
4. drank, flew   

  
  

Page-66,67 (C)   
Answer Key   
2. did   
3. ran   
4. spoke   
5. sat   
6. were   
7. had   
8. wrote   
9. saw   
10. went   
  

   



 



  HW:  
  
Page-66 (B)   
Answer Key   
2. walked   
3. opened   
4. picked   
5. looked   
6. washed   
7. cleaned   
8. splashed  9. acted   

10. brushed    
 Page-67,68 (D)  Answer 

Key   

was, went, packed, had, ran, opened, looked, was, went, started, were   
    
CW:    
Page-71(F)   
Answer Key   
2. She sees a cute little house.   
3. There is a table in the middle of the room.   
4. There are three bowls of soup on it.   
5. Goldilocks feels very hungry.   
6. She takes a spoonful of soup from the first bowl.   
7. Next, she eats some soup from the second bowl.   
8. Finally, she has some soup from the third bowl.   
   
Page-72(G)   
Answer Key   
1. did   
2. did   
3. bit   
4. flew   
5. came   
6. fell   
7. came   
8. bit   
9. fell   
10. flew   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



 

8   Tenses   
   
Concept of ‘Future Tense’ will be explained.   
   

CW:    
Page-74 (H)   
2. We will play in the garden.   
3. I will climb the stairs.   
4. The boys will hide behind a bush.   
5. Rahul will ask a question.   
6. The farmers will buy a farm.   

  7. They will find a snake in the hut.   
8. Rehan will drink a glass of water.   
9. We will give the little girl a balloon.   
10. The king will talk to the servants.   
  
Page- 74/75 (I): will collect, will take, will cut, will add, will turn, will wash, will mix, 

will become, will pass, will come, will get  
   

HW:    
Page-75 (J)    
2. past   
3. future   
4. present   
5. past   
6. present   
7. present   
8. past   
9. future   
10. past   
   



9,10   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Listening & Speaking Skills (ACTIVITY)  
   

‘TAIL A TALE’    
  
The class will be divided into 2 groups – Group-1 & Group-2.     
DAY-1:    
The difference between the meaning of the words – TAIL and TALE will be explained 

to the students.  
Then, an introductory sentence will be prompted to the students of Group-1 and they will 

be asked to add one sentence each and build a tale. However, the students of Group-2 will 

be asked to keep a track of the tale built by Group-1 and once it’s over, any one student of 

Group-2 will be randomly asked to narrate the tale.    

   
DAY-2:    
An introductory sentence for a new tale will be prompted to Group-2 students and they 
will be asked to build a tale. The students of Group-1 will be asked to keep a track of the 
built tale and any one of them will summarise the tale at the end.   

   

  


